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Introduction 

The utilization of the term religious experience is exceptionally extensive, and it includes 

a vast collection of emotions, dispositions, awareness, outlooks and states of perception.  

Therefore, religious experiences are observed, like perception. It can be defined as an encounter 

with something or someone that is not founded on material phenomena. The experience changes 

a person with a new and profound sense of awareness. Experience as a notion has played a 

crucial role in religion study1. For instance, the meaning of various religious symbols, scriptures, 

practices, and institutions is perceived to exist in the occurrences they educe in the minds of 

practitioners. Besides, a certain modes of experience, described as sacred, devout, futurist or 

mystical are said to represent the very essence of religion. For instance, the origin of a particular 

tradition is always linked to the founder’s initial inspirational encounter, the instant of exposure, 

deliverance, or enlightenment. At times, the term religious experience is linked to a joint 

experience of a whole community or culture. Concentration to a common or life experience of a 

religious community is publicized as one way of conquering cultural prejudice.    

It is not hard to comprehend the attraction of the expression of experience among 

theologians. Most philosophers have faced various challenges due to trying to put religion 

experience at the center of their religious studies. The challenges that are faced by scholars are 

divided into empiricism and cultural pluralism.  

Philosophy refers to the idea that all truth assets should be subject, in theory if not in 

reality, to observed or scientific authentication. Empiricism is a latent challenge for 

                                                           
1 James, William. "Experience." In The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature; Being the 

Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion Delivered at Edinburgh in 1901-1902 - P, 94-116. New York: Longmans, 2013. 
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contemporary theologians; this is due to various crucial aspects of theological manifestation are 

not agreeable to pragmatic scrutiny or testing.  Theologians could hinder scientific critique 

through stressing the observed element of religion2. The particular element is unreachable to 

rigorously objective forms of investigation. One was not supposed to recognize the religious 

truth claims as about the objective or material world. A person was supposed to know the 

religious truth as about the inner spiritual world. However, the scientific method understood 

religious truth claims as about the material world.  

However, the secular scholar was not necessarily invested in the truth claims of certain 

religious tradition. Conversely, they have a put concern in the reality of irreducibly supernatural 

occurrence over which they can assert unique authority. Hence, other academic disciplines can at 

times claim to own the mandatory aspect for the scrutiny of religion, and this endangered to put 

the religion specialist out of work3. By interpreting religion as about a discrete form of 

experience the scholar of religion could argue that it eventually avoids the grasp of other more 

pragmatic driven disciplines.  

Theologians and academics also faced cultural pluralism; Christian theologians had 

realized that it was hard to ignore the existence of non-Christians traditions4.  However, to take 

other traditions seriously involved the risk of rendering Christianity as one of various competing 

systems of belief.  In benefiting religious experience, theologians argued that all religious 

customs materialized from a hesitation of the celestial or the definitive. Diversity in doctrine and 

                                                           
2 ibid 

3 ibid 

4 James, William. "The Varieties of Religious Experience." : Lecture I. 1998. Accessed October 18, 2015. 
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forms of worship is to be expected because of the tremendous diversity in linguistic, social, and 

cultural conditions. They permitted Christian theologians to assert the legitimacy of Christian 

exposure without essentially impugning their non-Christian opponents.  

Cultural pluralism was also a challenge to secular scholars. The scholars had to compete 

with the knowledge that religion was also a cultural product. Various non-Western traditions did 

not have a native lexical corresponding to religion. Therefore, efforts to identify or specify the 

nature of religion were always soiled with Western assumptions5. The scholar of religion found 

the very subsistence of their apparent subject of proficiency open to question. By engaging to 

non-tradition certain concepts like the holy or sanctified ideas that smudge the distinction 

between global human understanding and the posited object of said experience. The scholars 

could argue that if places that lacked a native term for religion, it was not because they lacked 

religious experience. Conversely, each aspect of their life was so covered with a sense of the 

celestial that they simply did not discern between the worldly and the sanctified.     

There are various implications for making religious experience central to the concept of 

religion. If it is confessed that a person’s outlooks toward, or responses to, experiences are in any 

way constitutive of their empirical qualities, so that, an alteration in reactivity amounts to an 

alteration in the property then those features stop to be inherent properties. They rather become 

paradigmatically extrinsic, relational properties. If the most outstanding features of experience 

are in fact external and relational, an individual should surrender their picture of experience as a 

way of determining something that occurs someplace. It means that a person must give up its 

                                                           
5 ibid 
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privacy. There are also proposals that it is poorly envisaged to interpret the object of the study of 

religion to be the inner experience of religious scholars. Scholars of religion are not offered the 

experiences that stand in need of elucidation; however, they are instead signified with 

manuscripts, stories and presentations. Whereas these depictions may at times presume the 

metaphoric position of phenomenological explanation, one is not mandated to accept them at 

such. However, a person ought to remain alert to the ideological insinuations of such a position.   

Any assertion to the effect that someone else’s inner experience has some implication for 

a person’s elucidation of reality is situated, by its very nature, in the public field of challenged 

denotations. Therefore, when a person puts religious experience as a guide in their religion 

studies, they have to understand that there exist other people’s experiences too. Hence, they may 

be faced with the confusion of trying to define religion. For instance, in some cases some people 

may have an assumption that they were spoken to by God, and this can be translated into 

hallucinations6. Such people may be assumed to be suffering from the mental problem, and thus, 

not many people can believe in their experiences. Religious experience also tends to divert a 

person from the actual teachings of the texts. Christians tend to believe in the texts rather than 

personal experience. The texts guide people on religious matters, therefore, there is a high 

possibility that if a person depends on the experience they may go against the teachings of the 

Bible. There are also various cultures, and each culture has its particular religious experience that 

it depends on, and it is passed from multiple generations. Religious experience cannot offer us a 

whole theological system. At most, we can argue for the authenticity of something religious, and 

perhaps reach a hesitant conclusion about what the actuality is like. People may also argue that 

                                                           
6 ibid 
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individuals can experience the same thing while inconsistent about what it is they have 

experienced. So differences between religions lack prove that religious experiences are not valid; 

however, they cannot prove about the nature of the divine. Religious disparities are a key 

subjugator for the veridicality of religious experiences.  Therefore, religious-experience accounts 

are completely diverse from one another. Religious experience is not also based on looking for 

the truth instead it is based on a person’s hallucination7. Religious experiences are said to be 

hallucinations that take place when a person is awake, and they are driven by the desire for 

security and meaning so as things can be good.  

Instead of discarding the study of experience, a person ought to separate the concept of 

religious experience. It will allow a person to study a huge variety of experience to which 

religious implication has been complimented. If one requires understanding how experience 

becomes religious, they ought to turn their focus to the procedures whereby individuals 

sometimes assign the unique characteristics to things that scholars correlate with terms. 

Separating religious experience permits an individual to focus on the relations between 

psychobiological, public, and enriching-linguistic courses in relations to cautiously precise kinds 

of experiences at times measured religious8. It also permits an individual to generate practical 

bridge across the split involving the humanities and the sciences. A focus on things thought to be 

religious in turn lets a person make a peculiarity involving easy ascriptions, in which a personal 

thing is set apart as unique and composite ascriptions, in which simple ascriptions are into more 

                                                           
7 James, William. "Experience." In The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature; Being the 

Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion Delivered at Edinburgh in 1901-1902 - P, 94-116. New York: Longmans, 2013. 

8 ibid 
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intricate structures. The difference offers a foundation for scrutinizing the diverse functions that 

experience in general and strange experiences play in both simple inscriptive creations and 

combined inscriptive creations.  The dissimilarity between simple and composite creation, 

therefore, lets us imagine a way of studying religion that permits us to comprehend how humans 

have utilized things believed religious as building blocks to create the most composite creations9. 

The intricate creation is referred to as religion. A more vibrant model of how we express our 

experience and that of others elucidates a variety of data that we can collect on experience and 

permits us to reassess the link between experience and demonstration in some specific cases 

considering the data available of studying the models. 

  The vibrant model of the way a person come to understand their occurrence and that of 

other people is founded on investigations on incarnation and theory of mind. Theory of mind is a 

key characteristic of what investigators refer to as folk psychology. It is utilized to forecast, 

clarify, or recognize the daily actions of other people in terms of the psychological states one 

assume lie behind the actions. It lays acts as the basis for the expansion of a more interactive 

appreciative of how and the grounds individuals elucidate their actions and also other people’s 

actions10.  An interactive advance permits individuals to conceptualize everyday accounts as an 

interpretive development relating to compromise and challenge at each level. Scrutiny of diverse 

methods that things can be set apart as unique and safeguarded by inviolable will propose that 

the advance that describes religion in terms of religious experience separates the study of 

                                                           
9 James, William. "The Varieties of Religious Experience." : Lecture I. 1998. Accessed October 18, 2015. 

10 ibid 
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religion11. It also safeguards it with beliefs against evaluating it with non-religious things. 

Therefore, one can explore the contestations over the denotation and assessment of certain things 

and the way that those things are integrated into and achieved by superior socio-cultural 

creations, for instance, religious customs, and sacred restraints. It also permits an individual to 

place experience, conventionally, implicit as an inner view within the study of religion. 

Therefore, a person cannot place occurrence as something that separates the study of religion 

from all other structures of concede but instead places it about the structures of knowledge.  

Conclusion 

The utilization of religious experience in the study of theology has various implications. 

Initially, religious experience was used to assist theologians and scholars in explaining defend 

themselves from the critiques. Therefore, religious experience was a sure way of enabling the 

theologians and scholars to defeat their critiques.   For instance, religious study depends on 

theory rather than perception; therefore, it can be confusing for the scholar to clearly understand 

the concept of religious study. Religious experience is based on various individual’s perception 

or hallucination; therefore, it is not easy to prove its truth. For instance, many cultures have their 

understanding of religion and at times they may differ in one way or another. Some of them can 

also share the same ideologies but disagree on the meanings of the ideologies. However, when 

one reconsiders religious experience it can be helpful in some instances. For instance, it can be 

used to differentiate various beliefs. Religious experience is also used to predict and understand 

the actions of other people. 

                                                           
11 James, William. "The Varieties of Religious Experience." : Lecture I. 1998. Accessed October 18, 2015. 
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